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Introduction:
Atom scattering from surfaces remains a unique and powerful tool for the study of
surface structure and dynamics.
Inelastic atom scattering is the method of choice for
studying surface phono:is. Some of the more recent applications have included binary metal
surfaces I and inelastic scattering from surface steps. 2 Novel studies of surface diffusion
have also been reported recently, both seli-diff'usion 3 and adatom diffusion. 4 This is a very
important area since atom scattering makes it possible to measure very rapid diffusion.
An exciting prospect is to distinguish between various diffusion mechanisms (one- vs. two
atom mechanisms).
Atom scattering is also an important tool for studying structure of
'fragile' surfaces, where other tools such az STM and electron scattering are too destructive.
Some examples are molecular overlayers, 5 rare gas overlayers, 6 and Langmuir films. 7 Atom
scattering haz furthermore proved to be a powerful tool for study'ng in situ the growth of
surfaces from wpor where rate dependent phenomena are of critical importance and the use
oi slow and intrusive measuring procedures such as STM are less effective. The deposition
of various metals on surfaces has been studied in several laboratories 8-1_ and even the
growth of an overlayer of Buckey bMls on mica. 12 Most surface growth measurements use
RHEED (reflection high energy electron diffraction) but the interpretation of the RtIEED
signal is ambiguous because of refraction as well as reflection events. 13 A recent and navel
application of atom scattering is the study of structure and dynamics of liquid surfaces, 14
an area where very few experiments have been done and very few experimental techniques
can be applied. 15

1,,

New sem.iclassical method for scatter'ing calculations:

We have been developing methods whicl_ will allow much fa.ster and more _ccurate
three dimensional atom surfi!;ce scattering cah.'.ulations, both elastic and inelastic (section 3
of mir previous proposal). For full 3D elastic scattering, our goal is to be able to serniclassica.lly describe not only the diffractive scattering, which previously could be handled by
Gaussian wavepacket technology, but also the selective adsorption resonances, which could
not be handled by those techniques. This will be maxJe possible by the newer 'Cellular
Dynamics' approach, _° which is much more accurate. It haz been shown to give excellent
results even for cha,otic motion over rather lm_g times, lr';8

-

Progress has been gratifying on semiclassical methods which will be of direct consequence for application to surfa.ce scattering processes. The 'Cellular Dynamics' method,
which involves direct construction of the semiclassical Green's function has proven t.o be
viable and accurate beyond a,nyone's hope. Even completely ch_mtic dynamics have been
shown to be well within it.s grasp. This bodes well for both elastic and ineb_tic surface
scattering. For the el,_stic case, the ability to handle all tlm cornplcxity of multiple collio
sions from surface features, selective adsorption, and arbitrary d_fects
will be a significant
a_VallCe.
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Application

to inelastic scattel"infl:

The future looks bright for inelastic atom-surface scattering (section 5 of our previous
proposal) using tile new semiclassicM method. The Cellular Dynamics approach ha.s been
appIjed to correlation function spectroscopy, in work which is now being written up with
a second year gradua.te student_ Miguel Sepulveda, The correlation function methods
wUl be used for the treatment of inelastic atom scattering from surfaces. The efficacy of
the approach was first deraonstntted
by Drolshagen and Heller. 19 However at that t_me
a Gaussian wa'vep_ket approach was used, 2°,21 and now we have a much more _curate
and flexible scheme. The inelastic scattering cross sections are obtained as autocorrelation
functions of the target motion after it has been struck by tlm probe atom. Since individual
quantum eigenstates are never observed, a time dependent appro_.h is ideal.

®
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We have started working on an intriguing problem closely related to the atom-surface
inelastic scattering problem that is not as complex and is a useful test problem: the
scattering of helium atoms from buckyb',flls. The experiment is being conducted by Dr.
A. Scheidemann in this Department as well as hi other laboratories. 22 Although this is
atom-molecule, not atom-surface scattering, t.h_:e are many technical similarities. The
treatment of buckyball scattering will allow us to graduate much closer to the atom-solid
state situation.
We have used the semi-empirical He-C atom-atom potentiM of Jdnsson
and Weare, which waz obtained from various kinds of experimental and theoretical data
on atom scattering from graphite sur t'_ces.23 So far the elastic total and differential cross
sections have been evaluated. These calculations coupled with the experimental data ,,f
Scheideman rill tell us how the atom-buckcyball
intcr_ction compares with the atomgraphite surface interaction, and by camparing the flmla_sticscattering with experiment we
will learn about the carbon lattice in'Leractions. Miguel Seplflveda, is now working on this
problem.
The theory for semiclassical treat, ment of infrared absorption has been worked out and
is idea,1for surface spectroscopy. As of now, we have no plans to push this capability, for lack
of time, but it remains very interesting. The same holds true for DIET (desorption induced
by electronic transitions), which is irt a rather sorry state in the literature. However, until
the incl_tic scattering is well unde:rwa,y or a new student joins the group, this too will
remain on hold_

3.

He atom scattering from defective Pt surfaces:

We h,_ve started working
in section 8 of our previous
recent experiment using He
Several experiments indicate

on atom scattering from defects on metal surfaces, described
proposal. We are in particula.r analysing a. very interest, ing
atom beam scatterfilg to monitor vapor deposition of Pt.
layer-by-layer growth of metal surfaces at surprisingly low

:

by-layer growth of Pt(111 ) observed by He atom scattering:

I

substrate

temperatures,

While layer-by-layer growth is

s'29 Pa.rticularly int.riguii_g is the 'reent.r;_,nt' belmviour of the la,yer2
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observed at temperature below room temperature an'd at sumciently high temperature, the
growthseems to be three-dimensional
(not layer-by-layer) at interInedi_te temperatures, s
We are doing Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations of the vapor deposition of Pt on Pt(lll).
The simulatio_s show that the latent heat of condensation (ca, 4
eV) carl lead to sever_fl direct imp_t mechanisms that enh::_ce layer by layer growth. It
is not, however, effective in increasing the diffusive mobility of the deposited ato,ns, as haz
been suggested previously. 24 Diffusion barriers for the migra.tion of adatoms from on-top
of islands are found to be very large (ca 0.8 eV), irrespective of the shape and size of the
island. At higher temperatures,
diffusion leads to the for,nation of larger islands and the
direct impact ordering mechanisms become less effective. This possibly explains the puzzling atomic scattering measurements. A second year graduate, student, Marie Villarba, is
workmo on this project.
We are doing calculations, using the Gaussian wavepacket method, 2° to relttte the
measured atom scattering signal to the surface morphology. An important question is how
defective the surfa,ces are when the deposition is carried out at low temperature.
There
are several advantages to low temperature
deposition, for example in electronic device
manufacturing, such as reduced damage and interdiffusion between layers, but tlm quality
of the deposited layers is also a concern. Atom scattering is a very important tool here. The
measured signal is dependent on tide growth rate_ so stopping the experiment and applying
intrusive and slow techniques such as STM is less than optional.
Currently, the most
commonly used. technique for in situ monitoring of growth is RHEED, but the ,nea.sured
signal is difficult to interpret in terms of surface structure, due to nmltiple sc.attering
(refr,_ction effects). 13
:

--]

"

A centrM problem for doing tlm atom sca,ttering calculations is to find potential functions that describe the inter_tction with the surfa,cc defects. Put'ely tldcoretical, at) initio
estimates of atom and ,nolecule interaction wit,ix perfect surfa.ccs have given qualitative
but not quantita.tive agr'eenicnt with experinmntal data. 2'_-3° Scmiempirical interaction
potcntia.ls have, tmwever, been very successful in reproducing a wide range of experinmntal
datz on surfaces. 24''ql-34 While some properties such ms tide long range at:traction and the
steepness of the short range repulsion ca,n be well estimated theoretically, it is important
to combine those with careful a,nalysi.s of experimental measurements.
'We have developed a semienlpirical potential function tha,t can be used to construct
interaction potentials for defects on ,netM surfaces such _s vacancies, steps and a,datoms,
in the following way: Several theoretical trcat,,nc,its of the atom-surface int,eraction have
indicated that the repulsive int,er_u.:tion is proportional to the surface electron densit,y.2G'2s
At the low electron densities relevant here, this can be approximated
quite weil with a
superposition of atomic densities, even for metal surfaces. _s-3z Thus a pa.irwise additive
form fox' the repulsive; potential is justified. The work function is used t.o determine the
softness of the exponential repulsive intcra.ction a2 while we leave the prcexponential _s a
free parameter determined by comparison with mc_asurcd scattering data.
The long range dispersion (London) interaction has the
with Ca obtained from /lie dielectric function. 2'5 Close to
include short range corrections to this long trudge form.
tronic response of a transition metal surf,_ce consi(Icrs the

:

azymptotie form, Ca/(z-z0)3,
the surface it is il_lportant to
A simt)le model for the elecconduction electrons as a ho-
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mogeneous electron gas while the localized d-electrons are treated as a lattice of point
polarizabilities. 45 It has been shown theoretically that tlm dispersion interaction of He
and H2 with the localized d-band electrons_ even in the very smooth Ag(l 1l) surfaz.e, has
appreciable corrugation. 35 A simple continuum dielectric: model has been use(l to estimate
the contribution of the conduction electrons to the attractive in terax:tion of He atom.s with
adatoms and vacancies on m etM surfaces, a6 Our potential is consistent with the results of
that c',dculation, even though it is based on a local oscillator approach. Finally, a damping factor is included that accounts for effects of the electron overlap and turns off the
divergence of the multipole expansion.
All parameters in this model for the dispe_'sion
interaction can be estimated theoretically from tlm dielectric function of the metal. It
has been argued that short range, corrugated attractive interaction in addition to the dispersion interaction, arises from hybridization. 29 We choose an exponential pairwise form
for this short range attraction and leave the parameters as adjustable parameters.
Finally, vacancies and steps carry a permmmnt dipole due to the electron smoothening effect
(Smoluchowsky effect). 37 For example, the value of 0.6 Debye has been determined for a
vacancy on Pt(111) by measuring the effect of ion sputtering on the surface work function.
This gives a negligibly small attractive contribution to the surface interactio!a potential.
The free parameters have been determined by comparison with measured scattering
data on periodic surfaces with known structure. For Pt we have used dat, a on the highly
corrugated missing row Pt(llO)x(lx2)
surface, as The corrugation of the Pt(lll)
surface
is predicted to be very small using the same set of paralneters, in agreement with the
avMlable experimental data. a9
We have evaluated the He atom scattering cross sections for various defects on Pt
surfaces using this semiempirical potential. 'Unfort_nately, there is only very limited cxperimental data to compnre with here. The calculated cross section tbr diffuse scattering
from steps agrees with tlm experimental mea.surements on Pt 4° as well _ Cu 9 surfaces t.o
wit,hin 10%.
However, the cross section for v_cancies which has been estimated from the scattering
from surface undergoing ion sputtering, 4_:42 is a factor of 4.5 larger than o_r calcula.ted
vahle. We believe this is because several defects other than monovacancics are created on
the surf,_w.e.We are doing molecular dynamics simulations of He + and Ar + ion sputtering
of Pt(lli)
surfaces in the ermrgy range of 400-. 1000 eV with emphasis on analysing the
structure of the resulting surface. In particular., we waI_t to analyze the experimentM data
"_
,q a and coworkers, *_ who simultaneously
taken at 80 K by Com,
monitored the reflectivity
of low energy (60 .meV') He at.ores from the surface. Several questions need to be answered
that are cruciM for the correct interpretation of those and any other experiments on zurface
defects induced by ion bombardment
at low temperature.
First of all it. is important to
know what defects are created on a surf_tce at low temperature.
In addition to mono-.,
di-., _.md larger vaca.ncies one might have ,_dat,om/vacancy pairs, int,erst,itiMs, embedded
neutralized ions, etc_. It, is also important to underst, and st)uttering of a defective surface as opposed to sputtering of a perfect surface. The types of d(rfccts formed and the
sputtering yield can bc quite (liffcrent. Co,_clusions drawn in thc cxpcrimental He scattering invest,igation _1 about spatial correla, tions of va.ca,ncies wilt be tested by coll_,bining
the sputtering simulatiolis and calculatioI_s of at,ore scattering from the dcfcctive surf,_ces.
4
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student, Eric Schug, is working on the sputtering

calculations.

He atom scattering from Xc overlayers on metal surfaces:

Atomic beam scattering (in particular He atom scattering) has provcd to be a uniquely
powerful tool for studying the structure of rare gas overlayers. We have been working on
a calculation of He atom scattering from Xe overlayers oil Pt(llI)
and Ag(lll).
We
have previously done extensive analysis of atom scattering from rare gas overlayers on
graphite and found 'very good agreement between experiment and theory 42'43 when the
'surface potential is constructed by adding up gas-phase He-Xe potential for each overlayer atom and applying the Axilrod-Teller-Muto
three-body correction. However, using
the same approach for the monolayer on these metals leads to clear discrepancy with
experiment. 44-46 We have found that the surface potential turns out to be much too cor.rugated in those cases. The discrepancy can be explained by a substantial redistribution
of the electrons around the Xe atoms. The repulsive part of ,11e He-surface potential is
to a good approximation proportional to tlm surface electron density. This indicates that
a more 'chemical' character.
Indirect evidence from the statistic_l mechanics of incomthe Xe-metal interaction in those systems goes beond 'physisorption' interaction and has
mensurate Xe overlayers on Pt(111)47 and ab initio density functional calculations 4s have
lead other workers to conclude that the Xe atoms sit on top of Pt atoms rather than in
the threefold hollow sites, consistent with a strong, 'chemical' interaction. Furthermore,
studies of Ag2-raregas complexes, such as Ag2 -. Xe have shown that the Xe interaction
is anomalously strong, ca. two times stronger than the Drude model would predict, 49'5°
again indicating more 'chemical" intereaction.
We will go on to analyse experimental data on incommensurate and superlattice layers
of the Xe on Pt(lll)
to obtain models of their atomic structure.
This will provide more
information about the Xe-Pr interaction. A very clear super|attice diffraction pa.ttern has
been seen, indicating a unit cell that is 5 times larger than the commensurate unit cell
in each direction. The cha.llcnge now is to interpret this in terms of the atomic structure
within the unit cell. We will use a recently formulated Xe-Pt(lll)
potential 51 to generate
structural models for the ovcrlayers and l',hen verify, by comparing calculated and measured
scattering, the atomic structure of the layers.

5.

TheTw_alized dissociation

of H.2 on Cu(110):

We have started studies of tunneling from physisorbed (precursor) state of molccllles
to the chemistorbed state on surfaces as described in section 4 of our previous proposal. We
are particularly intercsted in the interaction of H_ with metal surfaces and the dissociative
5
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sticking process. At present there is no technique that allows us to do a full quantum mechanical simulation of the dynamics. We hope that tile new 'Cellular Dynamics' approach
will provide us with that tool_
At present we are doing a quantum simulations of the dissociative sticking of thermally
equilibrated H2 molecules on Cu(ll0). This experiment has been carried out in tile laboratory of Prof. Charles T. Champbell here in this Department (and is DOE funded). 52,_3
These calculations are based on Feynman Path Integrals 54,55 and will allow us to i_entify
the statistically relevant tunneling path and evaluate the effective barrier for dissociation,
including quantum mechanical effects. The simulations are fully three dimensional and
include full averaging ovcr the surf_e atom vibrations, but no temporal information is
obtained about dynamic processes from these simulations.
This thermally equilibrated treatment can be appropriate in many circumstances.
It
h_, for example, been hypothesized 42 that dissociative sticking of//2 is a two step process
when the smooth surfnce gives rise to low sticking probability: (1) First the molecule is
trapped in a physisorbed state and diffuses readily on the suface until, (2), it dissociates
at a defect site. Since the molecule would thermally equilibrate with the surface in the
physisorbed state, the second step, the dissociative sticking process, can be studied using
equilibrium Feynman Path Integrals.
Applying the equilibrium Feynman Path Integrals (as opposed to the real time Path
Integrals) is a well established computational
technique that has been applied to various
problems; such as H atom diffusion in bulk metals 56 and electron tunneling in proteins. 57
The method can be described as quautum transition state theory. 5s The dissociation of H2
molecules is an interesting application of the technique because it iavolves two quantum
particles.
An efficient representation
of the potential energy surface has been used to
make the calculations doable without large CPU requirements.
The potential surface 59
reproduces several ab initio calculations of H2 dissociation on metal clusters 6° as well as
has largely been confined to classical trajectory simulations 59 and quantum wavep_cket
experimental
binding
energies.
Previous(totheoretical
on dissociative
H2
simulations with
restricted
geometries
reduce thework
dimensionality
of tlmadsorption
problem). of
°1-G4
A first year graduate student, Greg Mills, is working on these calculations.
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